<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Tuesday</th>
<th>Wednesday</th>
<th>Thursday</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
|1  | 4 Oct Silent Reading  
Refugee Boy | 5 Oct Silent Reading  
Refugee Boy  
Grammar workbook | 6 Oct Silent Reading  
Refugee Boy  
Homework Unit 32 |
|2  | 11 Oct Silent Reading  
Refugee Boy  
Grammar workbook | 12 Oct Silent Reading  
Refugee Boy  
Big Write- Unit Summary in topic paragraphs | 13 Oct Silent Reading  
Homework Unit 31  
Spelling/ vocabulary |
|3  | 18 Oct Silent Reading  
Biography/ Memoir/ Autobiography introduction | 19 Oct Silent Reading  
Biography novel reading  
Grammar worksheet | 20 Oct Silent Reading  
Homework Unit 10  
Spelling/ vocabulary |
|4  | 25 Oct Silent Reading  
Preparation for Big Write- Personal story | 26 Oct Silent Reading  
Big Write- Personal Story Recount  
Grammar worksheet  
On Demand Testing | 27 Oct Silent Reading  
Homework Unit 11  
Spelling/ vocabulary |
|5  | 1 Nov Melbourne Cup | 2 Nov Silent Reading  
Biography reading, summary and vocabulary.  
Grammar worksheet  
Cold Write | 3 Nov Silent Reading  
Homework Unit 33  
Spelling/ vocabulary |
|6  | 8 Nov Silent Reading  
Grammar workbook  
Reading biography, book analysis and notes. | 9 Nov Silent Reading  
Personal biography reading, summary and vocabulary.  
Grammar worksheet  
Big Write planning- Things I know... | 10 Nov Tap Day |
|7  | 15 Nov Silent Reading  
Grammar workbook  
Reading biography, book analysis and notes. | 16 Nov Silent Reading  
Personal biography reading, summary and vocabulary.  
Big Write- Personal Poetry  
Grammar worksheet | 17 Nov Silent Reading  
Homework Unit 44 & 12  
Spelling/ vocabulary |
|8  | 22 Nov Silent Reading  
Grammar workbook  
Reading biography, book analysis and notes. | 23 Nov Silent Reading  
Personal biography reading, summary and vocabulary.  
Grammar worksheet | 24 Nov Silent Reading  
Homework Unit 13  
Spelling/ vocabulary |
|9  | 29 Nov Silent Reading  
Reading biography, book analysis and notes. | 30 Nov Silent Reading  
Personal biography reading, summary and vocabulary.  
Big Write- Book Review  
Grammar worksheet | 1 Dec Silent Reading  
Homework Unit 23  
Spelling/ vocabulary |
|10 | 6 Dec Silent Reading  
Novel vocabulary  
Grammar workbook | 7 Dec Silent Reading  
Movie/ Documentary- Biographical  
Grammar worksheet | 8 Dec Silent Reading  
Homework Unit 45  
Spelling/ vocabulary |
|11 | 13 Dec Silent Reading  
Grammar workbook | 14 Dec Silent Reading  
Movie/ Documentary- Biographical  
Grammar worksheet | 15 Dec Silent Reading  
Homework Unit 37  
Spelling/ vocabulary |